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FISH of supernumerary marker chromosomes (SMCs)
identifies six diagnostically relevant intervals on
chromosome 22q and a novel type of bisatellited
SMC(22)
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Supernumerary marker chromosomes (SMCs) are frequently found at pre- and postnatal cytogenetic diagnosis
and require identification. A disproportionally large subset of SMCs is derived from the human chromosome 22
and confers tri- or tetrasomy for the cat eye chromosomal region (CECR, the proximal 2Mb of chromosome
22q) and/or other segments of 22q. Using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) and 15 different DNA probes,
we studied nine unrelated patients with an SMC(22) that contained the CECR. Five patients showed the small
(type I) cat eye syndrome (CES) chromosome and each one had the larger (type II) CES chromosome, small ring
chromosome 22, der(22)t(11;22) extrachromosome, and a novel type of bisatellited SMC(22) with breakpoints
outside the low-copy repeats (LCRs22). By size and morphology, the novel bisatellited SMC(22) resembled the
typical (types I and II) CES chromosomes, but it might have been associated with the chromosome 22q
duplication syndrome, not CES. This SMC included a marker from band 22q12.3 and conferred only one extra
copy each of the 22 centromere, CECR, and common 22q11 deletion area. There has been no previous report of
a bisatellited SMC(22) predicting the chromosome 22q duplication syndrome. Accounting for the cytogenetic
resemblance to CES chromosomes but different makeup and prognosis, we propose naming this an atypical
(type III) CES chromosome. In this study, we found six distinct intervals on 22q to be relevant for FISH
diagnostics. We propose to characterize SMCs(22) using DNA probes corresponding to these intervals.
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Introduction
Supernumerary marker chromosomes (SMCs) are frequent

findings at pre- and postnatal cytogenetic diagnosis. Their

composition is diverse and requires identification, typically

by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). An overpropor-

tionally large subset of SMCs, approximately 9%,1 is derived

from chromosome 22 and a subset of these SMCs(22) confers

tri- or tetrasomy for the cat eye chromosomal region (CECR)

that encompasses the proximal 2Mb of chromosome 22q

(from the centromere to D22S57).2,3 Owing to their small

size and complex rearrangements, SMCs(22) have remained

a diagnostic challenge. No specific diagnostic test and no

specific DNA probe for the CECR can be commercially

purchased, and cosmid clones such as cos121,4,5 H9;72,

H7;48, and E06 are neither generally available nor is their

molecular content defined by current standards. Moreover, a
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number of different SMCs containing the CECR have been

described, including the typical bisatellited small (type I) and

larger (type II) cat eye syndrome (CES) chromosomes,5–9

small ring-like SMCs(22),2 and others,10,11 warranting FISH

studies with several DNA probes.

The typical CES chromosomes are formed from break-

points within band 22q11.2 in each of two sister or

nonsister chromatids.8,9 The most common breakpoint

interval is a region that corresponds to the proximal

breakpoint interval in the 22q11 deletion syndrome

(DiGeorge/velocardiofacial syndrome, DG/VCFS), and the

distal (type II) breakpoint interval coincides with the distal

breakpoint interval in the DG/VCFS. Therefore, Mc Taggart

et al9 classified the CES chromosomes into two types based

on the location of the two breakpoints required to generate

them. The small (type I) CES chromosomes are symme-

trical, with both breakpoints located within the proximal

interval, and the larger (type II) CES chromosomes are

either asymmetrical, with one breakpoint located in each

of the two intervals, or symmetrical, with both breakpoints

located in the distal interval. The colocalization of the

breakpoints in the different syndromes and the presence of

low-copy repeats (LCR22s) at each interval indicated the

existence of several specific regions of chromosomal

instability in 22q11.2, which are involved in the produc-

tion of both deletions and duplications.12

The different SMCs(22) are associated with phenotypes

ranging from the normal development to syndromic severe

mental retardation (MR). The CES phenotype (MIM

115470) is highly variable and includes ocular coloboma,

mild hypertelorism, preauricular skin tags and/or pits,

cardiac defects, anal atresia, and urogenital anomalies. The

mental outcome can be normal; 44% of patients showed

normal or borderline normal mental development, 48%

mild or moderate MR, and 7% severe MR.13,14 Based on the

variable appearance and genetic content of the CES SMCs,

a relation between the different forms of the CES SMCs and

the variations in the severity of the CES phenotype was

considered, but no correlation was found.14,15 The majority

of SMCs(22) reported to date contain two copies of the

CECR rendering the patients tetrasomic for this region; a

few patients display one copy making them trisomic.2,16,17

We performed FISH studies on nine unrelated patients with

an SMC comprising one or two extra copies of the CECR. Five

patients showed the smaller (type I) CES chromosome and

each one demonstrated the larger (type II) CES chromosome,

small ring-like SMC(22), der(22)t(11;22) extrachromosome,

and a novel type of bisatellited SMC(22) that we designated

atypical (type III) CES chromosome.

Materials and methods
Study and subjects

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the

Medical Faculty at Dresden on the basis that the FISH

studies represented innovative diagnostics and were per-

formed using existing specimens, without additional with-

drawal of materials from patients. Using FISH, we studied

57 pre- or postnatally detected SMCs from unrelated

subjects. In all, 17 SMCs (29.8%) were identified as

SMCs(22). Of these, seven were isochromosomes 22p

(bisatellited, CECR absent) and 10 showed one or two

extra copies of the CECR. This study included nine out of

the 10 patients with partial tri- or tetrasomy of 22q. One

case of der(22)t(11;22) extrachromosome was not studied

because of lack of materials. Seven subjects were referred

for FISH diagnostics after an amniocentesis and karyotyp-

ing performed elsewhere, and two subjects were patients at

the Institute of Clinical Genetics at Dresden. Table 1

indicates clinical and cytogenetic findings.

FISH

FISH was performed using a previously described proto-

col,18 with metaphase spreads from amniocytes or cultured

blood lymphocytes (patients 4 and 5). DNA probes

included eight established probes19–21 and seven BAC

clones not previously used for FISH (CTA-639G4, 115F6,

770H11, 919E7, 217D6, 966B6, and 256C5).21 Table 2

provides properties of the probes and the order of location

from 22pter. After preselecting 20 BACs from the CTA

library based on their size and location on the human

chromosome 22q21 and testing each clone using FISH on

25 normal controls, we selected 12 BACs (including the

previously described clones 678G6, 201C11, 219G6,

384D8, and 799F10)19,20 that showed clear FISH signals,

no variation of hybridization at normal 22s, and no second

sites at other chromosomes. Cosmid/BAC DNA was

amplified using a degenerate oligonucleotide primed

shuttle polymerase chain reaction (DOP-shuttle-PCR) pro-

tocol.18,22 Each probe lot was tested on a normal control

before use. Image capture and analysis was performed

using Axiophot epifluorescence microscopes (Carl Zeiss,

Göttingen, Germany) and the ISIS digital imaging system

(MetaSystems, Altlussheim, Germany).

Results
Table 1 indicates clinical and cytogenetic findings, Table 2

provides properties of the DNA probes used, and Table 3

summarizes the results after FISH. Figure 1 depicts the

atypical (type III) CES chromosome of patient 7 using GTG

banding and Figure 2 shows examples after FISH.

The probes represented six distinct intervals at chromo-

some 22q (Table 2): (1) No. 1690612 and P5032 detected

the centromeric heterochromatin. (2) Cosmid cos121 and

BACs 639G4, 115F6, and 678G6 each hybridized to all

CECR-containing SMCs(22) (patients 1–9), regardless of

type I or type II CES chromosome,9 small ring-like

SMC(22), or other. These clones detect the CECR. (3, 4)

BACs 201C11, 919E7, 770H11, and 219G6 each yielded
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hybridization signals only at two out of the seven

bisatellited SMCs(22) (patients 6 and 7) and at the ring

chromosome 22 (patient 8). These BACs map to the middle

section of band 22q11.21 and define the type II CES SMC

area, also known as the interval of the common 22q11

deletion.9,19,23,24 The breakpoint of the constitutional

11;22 translocation (patient 9) was located within this

cluster in between BACs 919E7 (present on the der(22)) and

219G6 (absent from the der(22)). This breakpoint coloca-

lized with the distal breakpoint area of the proximal 22q11

deletion.19 (5) BACs 217D6, 966B6, and 256C5 hybridized

only to the unusual bisatellited SMC (Figure 1) of patient 7

and to the ring-like SMC(22) of patient 8. (6) The most

distal clones, 384D8 and 799F10, were absent from all

SMCs in this study.

Discussion
We report FISH studies of different SMCs(22) conferring tri-

or tetrasomy for the CECR from nine unrelated subjects.

One of these SMCs, a bisatellited SMC(22) predicting 22q

duplication syndrome (case 7), has not been described

previously. The small (type I) bisatellited CES chromosome,

defined by both breakpoints located between BAC clones

Table 1 Clinical features of patients, cytogenetic description of marker chromosomes, and final karyotypes

Patient
Cytogenetic
description Karyotype and clinical features

1 SBMC 47,XY,+mar.ish idic(22)(q11.21)(D14Z1/D22Z1++,Z00042++,HCF2�) de novo
Amniocentesis because of advanced maternal age (40 years), abnormal foetal ultrasound showing
hypoplastic right heart and anal atresia, termination of pregnancy

2 SBMC 47,XY,+mar[17]/46,XY[17].ish idic(22)(q11.21)(D22Z2++,D14Z1/D22Z1++,RH74651/D22S543++,
Z00042++,CTA-115F6++,D22S627++,D22S553/D22S609�,CTA-770H11�) de novo
Amniocentesis because of advanced maternal age (39 years), normal foetal ultrasound, live born, mild
CES at the age of 1.5 years reported on telephone interview, detailed phenotype not available

3 SBMC 47,XY,+mar.ish idic(22)(q11.21)(D14Z1/D22Z1++,RH74651/D22S543++,Z00042++,CTA-115F6++,
D22S627++,D22S553/D22S609�,CTA-770H11�,HCF2�) de novo
Amniocentesis because of advanced maternal age (38 years), normal detailed foetal ultrasound, clinical
outcome not available

4 SBMC 47,XY,+mar.ish idic(22)(q11.21)(D14Z1/D22Z1++,RH74651/D22S543++,Z00042++,CTA-115F6++,
D22S627++,D22S553/D22S609�,CTA-770H11�,HCF2�) de novo
Newborn with preauricular pits, low set abnormally shaped ears, and anal atresia

5 SBMC 47,XX,+mar.ish idic(22)(q11.21)(D22Z2++,D14Z1/D22Z1++,RH74651/D22S543++,Z00042++,
CTA-115F6++,D22S627++,D22S553/D22S609�,CTA-770H11�) de novo
Obese woman aged 18 years, height 170.4 cm (90th percentile), weight 93.1 kg (BMI 32 kg/m2), right
eye microphthalmos, severe cataract, coloboma of iris, and no fixation; left eye coloboma of iris and
choroid, nystagm; right ear preauricular tag, atretic auditory meatus, and sensory deafness; left ear
dysplastic, preauricular fistula and tag, and normal hearing. Normal heart. Blindness from the age of 10
years after minor trauma and retinal detachment on the left. Normal puberty and menarche at the age
of 13 years, normal intelligence, very clear speech, very good vocabulary, and normal performance at a
school for the blind with good marks on the final exams

6 SBMC 47,XY,+mar.ish idic(22)(q11.21)(D14Z1/D22Z1++,RH74651/D22S543++,CTA-115F6++,D22S627++,
D22S553/D22S609++,D22S942/D22S941+ or ++,CTA-770H11+ or ++,HCF2+ or ++,CTA-799F10�) de
novo
Amniocentesis because of advanced maternal age (37 years), normal detailed foetal ultrasound at 14+5
weeks of gestation showing no anomalies, and predicting a foetal weight of 112g (low normal range).
At the genetic counseling, the woman considered the termination of the pregnancy. She was not
available for follow-up

7 SBMC 47,XY,+mar[11]/46,XY[46].ish der(22)(pter-q12.3::p11.2-pter)(D14Z1/D22Z1+,
RH74651/D22S543+,Z00042+,CTA-115F6+,D22S627+,D22S553/D22S609+,BCR1/D22S257+,
D22S301+,D22S102/CSF2RB+,ECGF1/ARSA�,CTA-799F10�) de novo
Amniocentesis because of advanced maternal age (37 years), normal foetal ultrasound, premature
delivery at 33 weeks, normal birth weight at 2000 g, and not dysmorphic. Normal development at the
age of 6 months reported on telephone interview

8 Small ring like 47,XY,+mar[27]/46,XY[26].ish r(22)(p11q11.23)(D22Z2+,D14Z1/D22Z1+,Z00042+,
D22S553/D22S609+,HCF2+,BCR1/D22S257+,D22S301+,ECGF1/ARSA�) de novo
Amniocentesis at the age of 32 years because of abnormal serum biochemistry (triple test, 1:270 risk for
Down syndrome), normal foetal ultrasound, and clinical outcome not available

9 Acrocentric,
satellites at
pter,
size 2/3 G

47,XY,+mar.ish der(22)t(11;22)(q23;q11)(D22Z2+,D14Z1/D22Z1+,D22S553/D22S609+,
D22S942/D22S941+,CTA-770H11+,HCF2�) pat
Amniocentesis because of advanced maternal age (36 years) and abdominal delivery at 34 weeks of
gestation. The patient died on his first day with hydrocephalus, preauricular tags, atrial septal defect,
hypoplastic lungs, enterothorax, left diapragmatic hernia, and cystic-dysplastic kidneys

SBMC¼ supernumerary bisatellited marker chromosome.
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678G6 and 201C11 (Table 2), was detected in five subjects,

emphasizing that type I CES chromosomes are the most

common cause of CES.7–9 In silico data on the BAC clones

(Table 2) place the breakpoint of the type I CES chromo-

somes between markers D22S627 (16.688Mb, using NCBI

build 35) and D22S553 (17.690Mb). These data are in line

with the molecular data placing the breakpoint at the LCR-

A (between D22S427 and D22S36)9,25 and correspond to

the recently defined LCR22-3a (17.248–17.433Mb).26

We detected only one larger (type II) CES chromosome

(patient 6), a low rate not reported elsewhere.8,9 Our data

place the distal breakpoint of the type II CES chromosome

between markers HCF2 (19.466Mb) and BCR1 (21.847Mb),

matching the molecular positions of the LCR-D (between

CRKL and D22S112)9,25 and the LCR22-6 (20.347–

20.529Mb).26 Patients 8 and 9 demonstrated a ring-like

SMC and a der(22) extrachromosome, respectively. The

ring-like SMC was small by cytogenetic standards, but

contained band 22q11.23 using FISH. Thus, this SMC

probably contained more euchromatin than a previously

reported SMC2 and predicted a phenotype of chromosome

22q duplication syndrome.27–29 Further findings (patient

9) located the breakpoint of the constitutional 11;22

translocation between markers D22S942 (17.784Mb) and

Table 2 Properties of DNA probes used in this study, listed in order of location from 22pter

Probe Size (kb) Marker (other name)
Distance from
22ptera Chromosomea

Diagnostic properties (see the
Discussion)

No. 1690612 ? D22Z2 B9.600–14.400Mb 22cen Interval 1: centromere any
P5032 ? D14Z1 Not relevant 14cen heterochromatin, present on

D22Z1 B9.600–14.400Mb 22cen SMC(22)

CTA-639G4 80 RH74651 (F8VWFP) 15.543Mb 22q11.1 Interval 2: CECR, present on CES
D22S543 15.547Mb 22q11.1 chromosomes of any kind

cos121 ? Z00042
(IGKV3OR22–2)

15.781–
15.782Mbb

22q11.1

CTA-115F6 186 CTA-115F6 16.153–16.340Mb 22q11.1–q11.21
D22S420 16.233Mb 22q11.1
D22S137 16.268Mb 22q11.1

CTA-678G6 125 D22S627 (WI-352) 16.688Mb 22q11.21

CTA-201C11 189 D22S553 17.690Mb 22q11.21 Interval 3: present on and on
D22S609 (WI-326) 17.711Mb 22q11.21 der(22)t(11;22) chromosomes
HIRA 17.692–17.793Mb 22q11.21 larger (type II) CES

CTA-919E7 95 D22S942 17.776Mb 22q11.21 chromosomes; absent from
D22S941 17.784Mb 22q11.21 small (type I) CES

chromosomes, proximal 22q11
deletion chromosomes, and
common 22q11 deletion
chromosomes

CTA-770H11 142 CTA-770H11 19.197–19.339Mb 22q11.21 Interval 4: present on larger
CTA-219G6 220 HCF2 19.458–19.466Mb 22q11.21 (type II CES) chromosome and

on proximal 22q11 deletion
chromosomes; absent from
small (type I) CES
chromosomes, der(22)t(11;22)
chromosomes, and common
22q11 deletion chromosomes

CTA-217D6 270 BCR1 21.847–21.982Mb 22q11.23 Interval 5: present on atypical
D22S257 (MFD51) 21.892Mb 22q11.23 (type III) CES chromosome and

CTA-966B6 33 D22S301 Not mapped 22q11.23 on common 22q11 deletion
CTA-256C5 200 D22S102 35.641Mb 22q12.3 chromosomes; absent from

CSF2RB 35.642–35.659Mb 22q12.3 usual (type I and type II) CES
chromosomes

CTA-384D8 140 ECGF1 49.254–49.258Mb 22q13.33 Interval 6: contains a marker
ARSA 49.353–49.356Mb 22q13.33 mapping within 300 kb of the

CTA-799F10 67 CTA-799F10 49.369–49.436Mb 22q13.33 end of the chromosome, may
be used for subtelomere FISH

aUsing the UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway), May 2004 assembly based on NCBI Build 35, September 16, 2004.
bUsing the Entrez Nucleotides database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez) and BLASTN search against NT_011519.10.
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HCF2 (19.458 Mb), which is in line with the molecular

positions of the LCR-B9,25 and the LCR22-4 (18.164–

18.409Mb).26

The SMC of patient 7 resembled the (type I or II) CES

chromosomes in size and morphology.6–9 However, using

FISH this SMC included a marker from chromosome

22q12.3 and conferred only one extra copy each of the

centromeric heterochromatin, the CECR, and the area of

the common 22q11 deletion. Thus, it represented a deleted

chromosome 22q12.3 with satellites at both ends. The SMC

was present only in a small subset of cells (19% of

amniocytes) and the phenotype of the patient at the age

of 6 months was normal (Table 1). Nevertheless, this SMC

conferred trisomy of 22p11-q12.3 and would predict, if

present in all cells, the chromosome 22q duplication

syndrome.27–29 Owing to the morphology resembling

CES chromosomes but different makeup and prognosis,

we suggest naming this SMC an atypical (type III) CES

chromosome, defined by at least one breakpoint outside

the LCRs22.

Molecular approaches indicated a set of common

chromosome breakpoints that are shared between the

CES, der(22) syndrome, DG/VCFS, and 22q11 micro-

duplication syndrome. Most CES and DG/VCFS rearrange-

ments were reported to occur by near-homologous

recombination at two distinct LCRs22, the proximal

Table 3 Results of FISH studies

Probe Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3 Patient 4 Patient 5 Patient 6 Patient 7 Patient 8 Patient 9

CES SMC
type I

CES SMC
type I

CES SMC
type I

CES SMC
type I

CES SMC
type I

CES SMC
type II

CES SMC
type III r(22)

der(22)
t(11;22)

No. 1690612 ++ ++ + +
P5032 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + + +
CTA-639G4 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +
cos121 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + +
CTA-115F6 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +
CTA-678G6 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +
CTA-201C11 � � � � ++ + + +
CTA-919E7 + or ++ +
CTA-770H11 � � � � + or ++
CTA-219G6 � � � + or ++ + �
CTA-217D6 + +
CTA-966B6 + +
CTA-256C5 +
CTA-384D8 � � �
CTA-799F10 � �

�¼ absent from the marker chromosome.
+¼one copy present on the marker chromosome.
++¼ two copies present on the marker chromosome.
+ or ++¼one or two copies present on the marker chromosome, dosage estimate of hybridization signals not feasible.

Figure 1 SMC of patient 7 using GTG banding. Left, SMC (arrow)
aligned to chromosomes 15 because a dicentric chromosome 15q11
or 15q13 was suspected before FISH. Right, SMC (arrow) and
chromosomes 22 from another metaphase. Note the bisatellited
symmetrical appearance of this SMC(22), warranting its designation as
a novel (type III) CES chromosome.

Figure 2 Examples of FISH results. Left, BAC 678G6 hybridized to
the small (type I) CES chromosome of patient 2, note two extra copies
present on the SMC (arrow). Right, BAC 678G6 hybridized to the
atypical (type III) CES chromosome of patient 7, showing one extra
copy (arrow). Note: dosage estimates of hybridization signals were
made using several metaphases.
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LCR-A and the distal LCR-D, while nonhomologous

recombination at another low-copy repeat, LCR-B, was

reported to lead to the constitutional 11;22 transloca-

tion.9,24,25,30 From the perspective of FISH diagnostics, the

DNA probes used here defined six distinct intervals on

chromosome 22q (Table 2). We observed no SMC(22) that

contained euchromatin between interval 1 (centromere

heterochromatin) and interval 2 (the CECR), that is, that

had some detectable euchromatin, but not from the cat eye

region. The BACs 639G4, 115F6, and 678G6 (interval 2)

each identified all SMCs in this study and detected the part

of the CECR that is present on small (type I) CES

chromosomes.9

BACs 201C11, 919E7, 770H11, and 219G6 (intervals 3

and 4) each represented the euchromatin that is specific to

the larger (type II) CES chromosomes. The breakpoint area

of the constitutional 11;22 translocation differs from the

typical CES breakpoints and corresponds with the nested

distal breakpoints of the proximal 22q11 deletion, which is

present in about 10% of patients with DG/VCFS.19,24,31

Here, we found the BACs 201C11 and 919E7 (interval 3)

present on the der(22)t(11;22) extrachromosome. This

finding is in line with results from the proximal 22q11

deletion19 and a position of the t(11;22) breakpoint area at

the LCR-B25 or LCR22-4.26

BACs 217D6, 966B6, 256C5, 384D8, and 799F10 (inter-

vals 5 and 6) defined the segment of 22q that is lacking on

type II CES chromosomes. The proximal part of this

segment was present on the novel (type III) CES chromo-

some (patient 7) and on the ring-like SMC (patient 8). The

two most distal BACs, 384D8 and 799F10 (interval 6), were

absent from all SMCs. Initially, the clone 799F10 was not

well mapped,21 and electronic databases suggested a

position of up to 3Mb distal to BAC 384D8. However, by

current data 384D8 and 799F10 are neighbour clones

mapping within 300 kb of the telomere. These data qualify

BACs 384D8 and 799F10 for subtelomere FISH studies of

chromosome 22q.20

The phenotypes of partial trisomy 22q include the

CES, the der(22) syndrome,10 the microduplication

22q11.2 syndrome,32 and the chromosome 22q duplication

syndrome/s. Full trisomy 22 typically results in abortion,

but partial 22q trisomy including the distal chromo

some 22q11.2 and/or parts of 22q12–q13 was reported

with phenotypes that were compatible with survival: the

chromosome 22q duplication syndrome/s.27–29 The pheno-

types of our patients (Table 1) are in line with previous

reports. Patients 4 and 5 showed the same cytogenetic

anomaly: a type I CES chromosome in all cells. Patient

4 had more severe malformations, reflecting the pheno-

typic variability in CES. Patient 5 dealt with her different

handicaps, which included blindness from the age of

10 years, in an exemplary manner, and shows that a

normal mental outcome can be achieved by some patients

with CES.

Cytogenetic mosaicism significantly influences the clin-

ical outcome of patients with an SMC. In patient 7, we

consider the normal phenotype to be most likely due to his

cytogenetic mosaicism (only 19% abnormal amniocytes).

He was last seen as an infant and remains at risk for late

manifestations such as developmental delay. Patient 9

showed the der(22) syndrome. The der(22) syndrome and

CES share a similar region of extra dosage on chromosome

22q11.21, but the der(22) syndrome is always associated

with a partial trisomy of 11q23.3-qter in addition to the

partial trisomy of 22pter-q11.21. The resulting pheno-

types differ significantly: the der(22) syndrome is more

severe than the CES and includes numerous additional

signs that can be attributed to the partial trisomy of

11q10,11,30 such as congenital hernia of diaphragm, renal

dysplasia, andmultiple renal cysts (patient 9). We have only

sporadic data of the other subjects, which mainly repre-

sented prenatal diagnoses precluding detailed phenotypic

description. Despite the uncertainties of the predicted

phenotypes, the clinical colleagues regarded the detailed

FISH results as very helpful for the genetic counselling.
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positions of loci on chromosome 22.
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